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Keep Rick Staly Sheriff Campaign Announces
Campaign Milestones and Setting New Records
BUNNELL, FL: In less than 60 days, the Keep Rick Staly Sheriff campaign has received over $80,000.00 in
contributions and received over 20 endorsements. In addition, the campaign received more than 1,200
candidate petitions signed by Flagler County voters in just two weeks and received the Candidate Petition
Certification from the Supervisor of Elections in just three weeks after Rick Staly filed for re-election.
"I am very humbled and appreciative of the overwhelming community support I am receiving since
announcing my re-election campaign," said Sheriff Rick Staly. "This support is reflective in the amount of
money we have raised so quickly, how fast we obtained enough signed petitions to have my name placed on
the ballot without having to pay a filing fee and the impressive list of endorsements. But mostly I appreciate
the community confirming the direction, effectiveness and leadership I have provided to the Sheriff's Office
and wanting it to continue for another four years."
In November, the Keep Rick Staly Sheriff Campaign raised a total of $53,756.85, setting a record level of
support for Flagler County campaigns in one month. In the 59 days of mandatory financial reporting since
Sheriff Staly filed for re-election the Keep Rick Staly Sheriff Campaign has raised a total of $80,526.40, again a
record amount in such a short time for a Flagler County campaign.
Sheriff Staly has received endorsements from local Mayors, Police Chiefs, Sheriff's, State Representative and
Senator, Clerk of the Court and police unions that all want to "Keep Rick Staly Sheriff." "I am very proud and
honored that so many elected officials support my campaign and see the good things we are doing together in
Flagler County," said Sheriff Staly. "I am especially proud of the endorsements from the Coastal Florida Police
Benevolent Association, which represents the Sheriff's Office employees, and the Fraternal Order of Police
both locally and the State Lodge that represent over 22,000 law enforcement officers. These are the groups
and people that know my vision and leadership the best and know I have the community and their backs all
the time."
Visit www.RickStaly.com/endorsements to see and read all the endorsements.
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